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Czechoslovak Citizens,

To all loyal Czechoslovaks I first of all send cordial good wishes for the

Easter Festival, May these festive days of Spring, 1943, linked with the name of the

Saviour, be a new signpost for you. in the struggle for our national salvation. This

salvation is swiftly approaching and the beautiful symbolism of Easter will certainly
strengthen you in your struggle and your sufferings also this year, in order that

you nay victoriously hold out through this last phase of the war.

Last Christmas I said the following words to you:

”Ve are entering the year of the war -which will indeed be the hardest, full of

exciting, dramatic and fateful events, ‘which however, will in fact really bring us

the victorious decision. There will be new offensives in Russia, North Africa will

soon bo entirely cleaned up and the further assault from there will be irresistible,
There will bo a real invasion of the European Continent and the establishment of

further now fronts, Germany will be bombed in a literally hellish fashion and all

her industrial war resources will be crushed one after the other, Germany will be

abandoned by one ally after another. Various quislings will want to save themselves

like rats leaving the sinking ship. But all will be in vain: Germany will fall and

with her all her helpers and all will receive deserved retribution.”

Of what I then said to you much has already been fulfilled during the last four

months as we see today. For Germany this has been the -worst, the most murderous

period of the war so far. In it she has experienced the greatest military catastrophe
of this war, the catastrophe before Stalingrad and the collapse of her whole 1942

offensive.

In this phase of the war she has for the first time admitted that nothing
remains for her but the defensive and the rescue of her bare existence, that it is no

longer victory that is at stake but the possibility of the destruction of Hitler's

Nazi thousand-year Reich, as he called it, and of the whole Nazi regime.

German experts expressly admitted when retreating in the Ukraine that the

German front had been saved from a complete collapse only by a miracle and now for

-whole months already the German propaganda has been vainly endeavouring to fill the

rest of the world with fear of the so-called Bolshevik flood which -will, they say,

sweep over Europe after a German military catastrophe.
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■ For three years the Germans were on the offensive. At least once a month they

promised the world the final destruction of the Allies, the disintegration of Russia

and the victorious conclusion of the war, When all this failed they promised that

they would fortify themselves in the so-called fortress of Europe, that they would

starve England by the submarine war and thus prolong the war to an infinite extent

for there was no idea of an Allied invasion of the European continent, Now they

finally admit that this is not true either, and. they announce to you themselves that

from the East the Red. flood is sweeping down, upon them and that the Western Allies

are already on the point of breaking ‘ into Italy, into the Balkans, into Western

Europe, that, in short, the final phase is coming of this 'war, fateful for them, and

that in the next few months the fate of Nazi Germany will be literally determined

under conditions that will be infinitely hard for them.

Yes, that is in fact the case. For three years we have assured you that this

time would come. New therefore, it is coming.

You must expect, therefore, new decisive military events very soon. In a few

weeks the last German and Italian soldier will be thrown out of Tunisia and a vast

assault on Italy will begin. You must expect an assault on the Continent in the

whole Mediterranean area, in the north, in the west, you must expect a vast new

Russian assault, and new and even fiercer bombing of Germany and new surprising

political events, I know that Germany is still strong and that she will stubbornly

defend herself and in places will attack again. But despite this over new disasters

will sweep down on Germany from all sides.

Last -week one South German paper, speaking of the horrors of British bombing,

published this sigh of grief; So this incredible horror - this then is total war I

This we indeed, did not expect I This is not how we imagined, total wars ■ when will

all this end.?
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Yes, that is how things are, Germany is getting what she has earned and

she will Dear all consequences of what she has "brought into existence; and the

end of this horror will not come until the moment when Roosevelt's and Churchill's

Casablanca ultimatum is fulfilled, after the unconditional surrender of the Axis ,

The States of the Axis, moreover, know this today and are preparing for it.

I told you recently that Hungary is seeking to moke contract With the Allies "by
all means, desiring to "betray Germany at the appropriate moment. Bulgaria has

up to the present avoided direct warfare as best she might and is -waiting for

an appropriate moment to change her front, Finland is not ceasing to send

messages to the Allies saying that she is ready to stop the war at any time.

Antonescu’s Rumania is gambling with everything she has and will probably be

the first to slip away from the Axis, And in Italy itself, the last Government

change was caused by the fact that a plot was discovered .which aimed at getting

Italy out of the hands of the Germans at an appropriate moment•

Of Tiso, and Tuka indeed, nothing of this kind can be said. 1/ith them

nobody talks at all, nor will anyone take any notice of them except at the time

of punishment. For your entertainment, however, I can inform you that from

time to time their agents in this or that country try, with their consent to

establish contact -with our official Czechoslovak representatives and to make

excuses for their treachery* Re shall tell you more about this later. Our

answer is always the same as you hear from the London wireless,
_

All these political and military events become of more immediate importance
from day to day and soon they will one after the other become reality. As soon

as the first major military invasion units of the Allies stand on the Continent

of Europe everything will begin to move; the German satellites will declare

themselves one after the other, peace proposals, proposals for negotiations or

mediation, secret and public, will be repeated every week, and not only Mussolini

as was the case of recent days, but also Hitler and his press will probably begin

to defend the rights of the small nations. This time is already very near, be

prepared, for it, ‘

¥e here, too, dear friends, are preparing- for these decisive periods

carefully and industriously. You know’well that diplomatically,/politically and

in international low the Czechoslovak cause is definitely settled for us. You

know also that Munich is wiped out for us, that all the regions of Bohemia and

Moravia are again united, Slovakia is a part of the Republic, as before, Sub-

Carpathian Russia is Czechoslovak and a great part of our military unit in

Russia, which recently so distinguished itself at the front is composed of our

Carpatho-Russian soldiers.

The Czechoslovak government in London which the German propaganda attempts

to belittle as an emigrant government and of which they long told you that no-one

recognised it while yet at the same time raging against it in an unheard of

fashion - this government has--the same international position as the Prague

Government had before September 1938. Re are discussing with the other Allies

and preparing the conditions of the armistice and peace, all the parts of the

Republic are daily the object of our cares, preparations and plans.

I have no doubt that in the international sense we shall issue forth from

the present war stronger and firmer than we issued from the last war, We are

also making our preparations in matters of domestic policy. Of course we

cannot solve here with final validity any fundamental matter that should be

determined by the democratic nation at home; we are, however, systematically
and determinedly preparing a full national front after the carrying out of a

revolt by the .whole Czechoslovak democratic people at the moment of the final

assault on, Germany on the Continent, and we are preparing a new democratic

Republic which will again be the best and most progressive Central European
State after the present war.

One thing I would like today to stress very much; The Nazi official and

unofficial propagandists, in their alarmist campaign of recent weeks on the

subject of what will happen to Europe when the Germans are defeated by the Red

Army industriously explain to you day after day that if Russia wins there will

not be any Czechoslovak Republic any more.

/Everything
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Everything, they say,will he cverwhelnec by Bolshevism, everything will be

seised by the Soviet Union. They oust have recourse even to this stupid ■

argument in order
:

to shake your confidence in • our victory. Tell everyone who

says this to you that all such talk is the most common German propaganda

political idiocy*

Our Republic, as soon: as the Nazi hordes .ore smitten out of it, will be

only what the whole Czechoslovak people freely and independently rakes it.

Moreover we have firm and final agreements with the Soviet Union in this.sense*
\7e have similar anci clear agreements with the Government of Great Britain, whose

policy, expressed in the Anglo-Soviet Treaty, is. fully approved; this Treaty
itself confirms and guarantees our full independence towards all, other States,

On the contrary, I should like to stress that the course of the present war it-

self shows tint it is cnly after the experiences of the present 'war that our

freedom and independence will be final, v/ill be tremendously strengthened and a. .

truly guaranteed*

In conclusion I address to you my old appeal:

The, time of our salvation is. approaching with speed. Help with all your

force to hasten this moment,' daily, constantly, at all places, in all spheres,

whenever you are, in towns, in the countryside, at work in the Reich, behind,

the front, in othey occupied, lands,’ Especially great tasks will fall to you

and to all the foreign workers in the heich itself at the moment of its fall.

forget, no-one. who has harmed you or betrayed you; do not forget the names

and addresses of any Gestapo agent, of any Gauleiter, of any Landrat, of any

German-soldier or official, who has taken part in the occupation of our

country, especially do not forget the traitors from among: our own German

citizens, in short, forget no-one'who has sinned against the Republic,

fhe liberated Czechoslovak people, will well and justly investigate,
consider and judge all that has happened, For all the Allied Governments do'

nc g otiphasize for nothing that after this war the war culprits will he punished,
•iUii the worse the Nazi terror becomes, the more furious is their rage, thus

; also •;ill' the consequence of their own policy fall the more heavily and lastingly

on Germany, In this; respect their fate lies, above all, in their own hands*
Let this not be forgotten either.

I greet you all. Continue to fight firmly and consistently. And at the

same time do so in such a way as to retain the greatest possible strength for

the decisive moment. It will be needed to deal the decisive blows at Fascifm

and. to- build up the new State and post-war Europe*
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